Luxury Air Charter & Aircraft Management Specialists

Vertis Aviation is a unique boutique practice with unparalleled experience and commercial creativity. We deliver through exclusive direct charter of our own luxury fleet or through our ability to negotiate innovative charter brokerage contracts. We also offer independent private aviation consultancy and intelligent aircraft management and marketing.
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Airbus Corporate Jet A319 ACJ (DE)
Based in Munich, Germany

This Airbus Corporate Jet has been taken from concept to delivery by the team at 28East. This beautifully designed aircraft boasts many of the latest features available and offers a cabin environment so comfortable and well designed that it leads the VIP airliner market. The integrated cabin humidifier provides a really comfortable 22% humidity helping to reduce tiredness during long flights. The bathroom is equipped with a shower.

Entry into service: 2015
Crew: Two (2) cockpit crew and Two (2) flight attendants.
Seating/sleeping configuration: Nineteen (19) passengers day or night - all sleeping on full-flat beds.
Entertainment & communication: Cinema room with 55 inch LED screen, Wi-Fi, Satellite telephone, Multi-Region DVD, Airshow External camera system with tail fin camera.

Airbus Corporate Jet A319 ACJ (DE)
Based in Moscow, Russia

The Airbus Corporate Jet (ACJ) represents the ultimate in comfort and luxury and has a custom interior designed by the world renowned designer Alberto Pinto. The ACJ seats 18 passengers comfortably and offers the principal passenger the benefit of a dedicated bedroom with en-suite facilities. The Airbus Corporate Jet pairs cities such as Abu Dhabi - London and Geneva - New York.

Entry into service: 2012
Crew: Two (2) cockpit crew and Two (2) flight attendants.
Seating/sleeping configuration: Eighteen (18) passengers or Sixteen (16) sleeping.
Entertainment & communication: Satellite telephone, multi-region DVD, video on demand and Airshow.
Boeing Business Jet (MT)
Based in United Arab Emirates

The Boeing Business Jet is a truly intercontinental aircraft. With a huge (75m²), unique and comfortable cabin this aircraft is at the pinnacle of private aviation. Fully refurbished in 2014 with a combination of soft comfortable leathers and fabrics the BBJ interior is stunning. The aircraft has a range of 6000nm and can easily operate non-stop Los Angeles to Paris with 16 passengers. Outstanding on-board amenities and on-board Chef make this BBJ a true leader.

Entry into service: 2000
Crew: Two (2) cockpit crew, One (1) flight engineer, Two (2) flight attendants and on-board European chef.
Seating/sleeping configuration: Nineteen (19) seats and sleeps Twelve (12).

Entertainment & communication:
State of the art entertainment system, 19 iPads to stream from the entertainment system, high speed WiFi which can be uniquely configured for VIP/ staff use, HD screens, in-flight cameras and satphone.

Bombardier Global 6000 (SA)
Based in Johannesburg, South Africa

The Bombardier Global 6000 is the ultimate corporate aircraft as it boasts one of the tallest, widest and longest passenger cabins in its class, which allows fifteen passengers to be seated in extreme comfort. The Bombardier Global 6000 also boasts incredible performance and endurance putting city pairs line Beijing - Paris or Moscow - Miami within easy reach.

Entry into service: 2015
Crew: Two (2) cockpit crew and One (1) flight attendant.
Seating/sleeping configuration: Fifteen (15) seats and sleeps Six (6).
Entertainment & communication:
Satellite telephone, internet, multi-region DVD and Airshow.
Bombardier Global XRS (DE)  
Based in Moscow, Russia

The Bombardier Global XRS is the ultimate corporate aircraft as it boasts one of the tallest, widest and longest passenger cabins in its class which allows twelve passengers to be seated in extreme comfort. The Bombardier Global XRS also boasts incredible performance and endurance putting city pairs like Beijing - Paris or Moscow - Miami within easy reach.

Entry into service:  
2010

Crew:  
Two (2) cockpit crew and One (1) flight attendant.

Seating/sleeping configuration:  
Fourteen (14) passengers or Seven (7) sleeping.

Entertainment & communication:  
Satellite telephone, internet, live TV, multi-region DVD and Airshow.

Bombardier Challenger 350 (SA)  
Based in Johannesburg, South Africa

The outperforming super mid-sized Challenger 350 aircraft is earning the appreciation and approval of executives, pilots and operators everywhere offering more performance, definitive reliability, and unmatched value.

Entry into service:  
2016

Crew:  
Two (2) flight crew and One (1) flight attendant.

Seating/sleeping configuration:  
Eight (8) passengers (or nine (9) without flight attendant)

Entertainment & communication:  
USB/Hard drive & Two (2) large LCD screens, One (1) forward and One (1) aft. Onboard Wi-Fi.